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01
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Mobility Open Blockchain Initiative uses
blockchain and related technologies to make
mobility safer, greener, and more accessible.
The convergence of a number of emerging technologies
— including AI, IoT, and Blockchain — permits any smart
device, whether a vehicle, smartphone, sensor, road, or other

A new mobility
economy built
around “edge”
transactions for
vehicle commerce
and coordination
is beginning to
emerge.

piece of transportation infrastructure, to have an identity,
be intelligent, communicate, and autonomously participate
as an independent agent in economic transactions. These
transactions will become a large part of the new, pay-as-yougo, mobility services economy at the “edge.” The potentially
large number of independent agents, combined with the
frequency and near real-time latency requirements of these
transactions, will require edge connectivity, processing,
execution, settlement, and new types of digital identifiers.
For a roaming, connected entity — such as a person, vehicle,
smartphone, electric vehicle (EV) battery, or package — one

This New Economy
of Movement
requires new kinds
of digital identifiers
to coordinate
decentralized
agents, devices,
and resources.

of the most important and valuable attributes is its location
in time and space. Combining secure identity with trusted
time-stamped locations creates a “Trusted Trip” and, for the
first time, enables marginal cost pricing for many new classes
of mobility transactions such as urban road tolling, meterfree parking, congestion management, carbon and pollution
taxing, usage-based insurance, and many other usage-based
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) applications. Together, these new
transactions will comprise a multi-trillion-dollar ecosystem
that we call the New Economy of Movement.
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02
THE ROLE OF
INDUSTRY
FEDERATIONS

Many organizations, including most MOBI members, have

Consortia-built
edge networks
provide necessary
core services
of governance,
authority, identity,
and assurance
(GAIA) for their
industries.

experimented to varying degrees with blockchain and related
technologies. Hundreds of blockchain Proof of Concepts
(PoCs) have been conducted by vehicle manufactures and
mobility services companies. While these PoCs are generally
successful in that the blockchain technology itself operates
as intended, they have not reached enterprise-scale adoption
and revenue generation. This is also seen in other industries.
Due to this reason, there is increasing interest in blockchain
industry federations creating standards and building trusted
shared digital infrastructures, the foundations for the new
economies at the edge. Consortia-built edge networks provide
necessary core services of governance, authority, identity, and
assurance (GAIA) for their industries.
The reason for the lack of enterprise-scale adoption is

Blockchains
work best for
transactions
in large and
complicated
networks where
the frictional cost
of trust is high.

obvious in hindsight: blockchain is an inherently collaborative
technology designed for multiparty networks, yet previous
PoCs have been conducted by organizations largely within
their own walls. Companies found that putting a vehicle, a
device, an identity, or any other asset on a chain was relatively
easy; however, commercial applications only emerge when
mutually trusted data about these assets is shared across
a business network or value chain. Simply put, blockchains
work best for transactions in large and complicated networks
where the frictional cost of trust is high. This is unlikely to
be the case within a single or small group of organizations,
where simpler and cheaper means are available to establish
trust, data provenance, and transaction integrity. The result
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“Successful blockchain efforts don’t begin with
technology… they begin with a community.”

is that these PoCs, while successfully demonstrating the
technology, lack a clear rationale to move ahead and advance
to a consumer-facing application. The hard problem turns
out not to be the technology itself, but the path to scale.
Summing up his dozen years of experience in the blockchain
space, cryptographer and blockchain pioneer W. Scott
Stornetta observed, “Successful blockchain efforts don’t
begin with technology… they begin with a community.” Or as
Brian Behlendorf, open-source guru and Executive Director of
Hyperledger/Linux even more succinctly quipped, “Blockchain
is a team sport.” In blockchain, it is more about the “Minimum
Viable Community” than the minimum viable product.
Consortia are seen as necessary to develop a shared

A shared digital
infrastructure
is necessary
to build trust
across a business
ecosystem.

language and business logic to speed the technology’s
adoption. A shared digital infrastructure is viewed as a
necessary condition to building trust across a business
ecosystem. As a general rule, while the number of business
partners in a value chain increases linearly, frictional costs
increase geometrically, quickly overwhelming gains from
digitizing business networks for industries like mobility where
manufacturing supply, service, and sales value chains are
especially complex.
Blockchain consortia and business networks — such as
MOBI, Global Battery Alliance (GBA), TradeLens, RiskStream,
OpenIDL, etc. — are opening up new business models for
their members and seeing strong membership growth.
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In particular, there is excitement about possible new
applications, use cases, and services in these networks and
a clearer understanding of the cost reductions that come with
business automation. These efforts have generally garnered
a positive reception from global government, finance,
and regulatory authorities.[1] Within MOBI, much of this
interest involves ledger-based business models for mobility,
permissioned data, the “Trusted Trip,” and a core services
network.

[1] The European Commission, for example, joined both MOBI and the GBA.
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03
ROAMING,
CONNECTED
DEVICES & THE
NEW ECONOMY
OF MOVEMENT

Over the last hundred years, transportation has gotten much

We’re seeing the
emergence of a
new age of mobility
services such as
on-demand ride
hailing, delivery,
peer-to-peer
car sharing,
micro-mobility
rentals, etc.

more congested; however, the fundamental modes of urban
mobility haven’t changed much. The personal car began to
dominate mobility soon after Henry Ford’s assembly line
and mass production made it affordable. It was powered by
an internal combustion engine and fueled with cheap gas.
Privately owned and driven, it seated four to seven people
and fit the average family with room for groceries and a
spare tire. Cities and homes were redesigned around it. Carbased commuting opened new options for urban workers
and newly accessible suburbias emerged outside cities.
Large merchants replaced neighborhood retailers as driving
distance replaced walking distance as the feasible shopping
radius. Existing communities were erased to accommodate
the roads, parking structures, traffic systems, and other
infrastructure of the age of the automobile.
These fundamental modes are beginning to change. We’re
seeing the emergence of a new age of mobility services such
as on-demand ride hailing, delivery, peer-to-peer car sharing,
micro-mobility rentals, etc. The changes so far are just the
tip of the iceberg to come. The new mobility paradigm won’t
fully be realized until a few more foundational technologies
mature.

We’ve identified five technologies that are poised to change
the mobility ecosystem for the better. We call these the
BASICs.
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Blockchain. A tamper-proof distributed ledger that records transactions and
enables entities — be they individuals, organizations, vehicles, connected
infrastructure, or objects — to directly exchange value and coordinate behavior.
Blockchain technology is poised to enable new services and automate transactions
by means of a radical, decentralized approach to business data and accounting.

Artificial Intelligence. Artificial intelligence allows machines to solve complex
problems that would otherwise require human input. Cars, busses, subways, and
other vehicles will become increasingly autonomous, not only in terms of moving
from point A to point B but also in their ability to initiate and execute vehicle-toeverything (V2X) transactions. Autonomous vehicles and AI more generally will
radically change not only mobility but the entire economy.

Services. Digital technologies are turning products into services. We are seeing a
rapid acceleration of MaaS and usage-based consumption models. Automakers
will sell fewer cars to private owners while expanding their mobility and fleet
management services. Insurance companies increasingly see their future in usagebased mobility insurance.

Internet of Things. Improvements in internet connectivity, speed, sensors, and
computing power are turning vehicles and mobility infrastructure (roads, signals,
tolls, charging stations, etc.) into nodes on the IoT. Vehicles are now gathering a
variety of rich telematics data and increasingly have the computing power to
extract and share insights from that data.

Connectivity. Not only vehicles, but people are becoming increasingly connected
as well. Nearly half of the world’s population has a smartphone. This means billions
of people are constantly connected to the internet and to ubiquitous internet
commerce platforms. Connected vehicles are the “fourth screen” and an additional
access point to these commerce platforms.
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The BASICs will disrupt mobility. Artificial intelligence makes

Blockchain is the
key to scaling
applications
because it enables
low friction
automation and
lowers the cost
of trust for multistakeholder
collaboration
within extended
ecosystems.

machines intelligent, autonomous agents. Connectivity and
the Internet of Things allow these agents to communicate
and exchange information. Blockchains give vehicles secure
identities that let them share value and coordinate behavior
in edge networks. All of these come together to enable rich
new services and usage-based pricing models. Promising
blockchain PoCs for smart cities and mobility have been
demonstrated; however, few can currently be deployed at
commercial scale. This is because of the lack of a connected
mobility ecosystem and standards upon which these
technologies can be built. MOBI tackles this challenge by
bringing together industry partners, subject matter experts,
and innovators in working groups (WG) to validate use cases,
set blockchain-based standards, and coordinate multistakeholder pilots. While our standards and use cases are
motivated by all of the BASICs, we believe that blockchain is
the key to scaling applications because it enables low friction
automation and lowers the cost of trust for multi-stakeholder
collaboration within extended ecosystems.
The New Economy of Movement is defined by smart and
connected mobility services enabled by the BASICs. It

The New Economy
of Movement is
defined by smart
and connected
mobility services
enabled by the
BASICs.

will be greener, safer, and more affordable than the last
hundred years of the “old” economy. The “new” economy
will unbundle mobility from individual vehicle ownership and
data from platforms — while unleashing capital, creating
a less centralized ecosystem, and enabling new usagebased payment business models. Blockchains play a critical
role in the New Economy of Movement by creating trust,
coordinating decentralized transactions, and incentivizing
sustainable behaviors.
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IDENTITY IN DECENTRALIZED ECOSYSTEMS
The BASICs permit any connected device to autonomously

The BASICs
permit any
connected device
to autonomously
participate as
an independent
decentralized
agent, with verified
credentials,
in economic
transactions.

participate as an independent decentralized agent, with
verified

credentials,

in

economic

transactions.

These

decentralized transactions require a new type of digital
identifier — one that is machine-readable and which anchors
any subject (e.g., a person, organization, thing, data model,
abstract entity, etc.) to relevant attributes, characteristics, and
capabilities. Known as decentralized identifiers (DIDs), their
design enables the controller of the DID to claim ownership
and/or authority without requiring confirmation or permission
from any other party. Mobility use cases that benefit from
DIDs include autonomous payments, supply chain track and
trace, financing, data marketplace transactions, and many
more.
For the MOBI community, the most important DIDs are the
vehicle identity (VID) and the vehicle-part identity (VPID).

Decentralized
VID and VPID
yield increased
transparency,
coordination,
and automation
between
stakeholders.

Together, with other DIDs, they are the crucial building blocks
for smart mobility IoT ecosystems of the future. Decentralized
VID and VPID are tools that enables interoperable, dynamic
multi-stakeholder
increased

transportation

transparency,

ecosystems,

coordination,

and

yielding

automation

between stakeholders. MOBI’s DIDs follow the specifications
of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)[2].
MOBI VID is the unique “digital twin” of a vehicle, providing
the necessary bridge to the physical asset that allows vehicle
owners, users, and the mobility IoT ecosystem to trust, verify,
manage access control, confirm ownership, track events, and

[2] “Introduction,” Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) v1.0, W3, last modified July 11,
2021, https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/#introduction.
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interact with the vehicle. The physical vehicle and its MOBI VID
are inextricably linked by the Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN). As a result, it becomes the key that ties together the
master records for the vehicle’s history and usage data in a
decentralized New Economy of Movement.
Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) open
up business networks and other multi-party ecosystems for
broader and more efficient collaboration. Stakeholders with
relevant read and/or write permissions will be able to interact
with the data stored on the tamper-evident decentralized
ledger.
UBIETY
One of the most important and valuable attributes of any

In the New
Economy of
Movement, a
trusted ubiety is
what establishes
the potential to
provide a service
or data at that
location.

roaming entity is ubiety. Ubiety, defined as an entity’s unique
position in space and time, is an uncommon word, but a
critical concept for mobility commerce. In the New Economy of
Movement, a trusted ubiety is what establishes the potential
to provide a service or data at that location. A vehicle cannot,
for example, provide data for real-time mapping or offer itself
for hire at a location where it is not present. A vehicle cannot
negotiate a right of way with another unless both vehicles are
in close proximity and reliably know each other’s position.

Today, the position of vehicles is typically established by
triangulating signals from high orbit GPS satellites. In the best
case, GPS can reliably establish vehicle position to within a
few meters. In difficult and congested environments like
urban streets, GPS location accuracy deteriorates markedly
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or fails entirely. In addition, GPS itself can be spoofed[3].
In the near future, the addition of many new sources of
triangulation signals — such as low and mid orbit satellites,
fixed infrastructure and cellular stations, and even the vehicle
network itself — will improve location accuracy by at least one
and perhaps two orders of magnitude, even in difficult and
congested environments.[4]
COMBINING VEHICLE IDENTITY AND UBIETY

The trip is the basic
unit of information
for monetizing
mobility in a
services economy
for consumers,
producers, and
infrastructure
owners.

Combining a secure identity with a time-stamped location
and recording the sequence of identity/ubiety pairs through
time creates a trip. Trip information is extremely valuable
as a source of monetizable information about consumer
preferences and societal behavior. The trip is the basic unit of
information for monetizing mobility in a services economy for
consumers, producers, and infrastructure owners.
For mobility consumers, the pairing of ubiety and identity
extends the efficiencies of digital economics to the physical
mobility world. For the private sector, the trip can be directly
monetized through mobility services like rideshare, rental, and

The pairing of
ubiety and identity
enables digital
routing and
tracking of the
physical world.

delivery, or indirectly monetized by extracting valuable data
for real-time mapping, autonomous driving, usage-based
insurance, and many other data-dependent applications.
For manufacturers and shippers, it allows precise control
of

components,

supply

chains,

and

production.

For

infrastructure owners, the trip contains information needed to
charge usage fees, including urban road tolling, congestion

[3] Ben Stockton, “7 Apps to Fake Your GPS Location on Android,” Help Desk
Geek, July 25, 2020, https://helpdeskgeek.com/reviews/7-apps-to-fake-your-gpslocation-on-android/.
[4] “New Trends in GPS & Telematics in 2021 and Beyond,” Blog, Rewire Security,
last modified June 23, 2021, https://www.rewiresecurity.co.uk/blog/gps-andtelematics-new-trends-2021.
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pricing, and taxation of carbon emissions. In short, it enables
digital routing and tracking of the physical world.
Hence

the

enormous

investment

in

developing

map

applications and mobility platforms by Google, Apple, Uber,
and others, who aim to harvest, aggregate, and profit from
their user’s mobility data. The strong network effects of
these platforms give the companies an almost unassailable
advantage in data-intensive mobility products, including such
staples as rideshare, rental, and multi-modal trip coordination,
as well as in developing algorithms for the emerging killer
apps of the future, such as autonomous driving.[5]

A Trusted Trip is
a trip completed
or in progress by
a roaming entity.
Its attributes
are validated by
authorized entities
in the network.

MOBI TRUSTED TRIP
+ Decentralized Identifier (DID) / Verified Identity:
characteristics asserted to uniquely distinguish a person,
business, vehicle, part, or thing
+ Ubiety: unique positions in space and time
+ MOBI Trusted Trip: the combination of verified identity
and ubiety certified through time
An important function of blockchain/DLT consortia is to
establish alternative trust primitives which serve as public

The Trusted Trip
enables marginal
cost pricing for
decentralized
mobility
transactions in the
New Economy of
Movement.

shared infrastructure for decentralized business networks.
For MOBI and its members, the key primitive is the Trusted
Trip. The Trusted Trip enables marginal cost pricing for
decentralized mobility services in the New Economy of
Movement. The Trusted Trip ensures that data can be trusted
when using the decentralized network. This reduces the risk
of data being erroneous, tampered, or spoofed —- ensuring
the value of the shared network is preserved.
[5] Caroline Banton, “Network Effect Definition,” Marketing Essentials, Investopedia,
last modified April 3, 2021, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/network-effect.
asp.
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How can third parties verify that a roaming entity started or
completed a trip in a decentralized network?
At a minimum, the verification requirements include:
+ DIDs: Verifier ID, user ID, vehicle ID, and device ID all
properly registered in a network
+ Physical Presence: Verification of physical presence at
A and B, where A and B may be geospatial locations,
transponder reads, charging/fueling stations, or time/
date stamps
+ Physical Movement: Verification of physical movement on
particular travel segments between A and B, especially in
MaaS
+ Documents: Verification of documents created during
transport, especially in logistics (e.g., bill of lading,
manifests, receipts)

The basic interoperability requirements for a verifier to issue
a standardized Trusted Trip Certificate within an automated
business network include:
+ Minimum dataset (proofs) with the essential information
included in a Trusted Trip
+ Unique trip identifier, referring to a trip that is globally
unique and verifiable
+ A trust anchor, including digital infrastructure, which is
needed for establishing the authenticity and validity of
certificates presented by certificate holders
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PAY-AS-YOU-GO MOBILITY AND THE TRUSTED TRIP
The Trusted Trip unlocks almost every imaginable use case for

The Trusted Trip
unlocks almost
every imaginable
use case for
decentralized,
usage-based
pricing for mobility
services.

decentralized, usage-based pricing for mobility services. For
example, consider the case of greenhouse gasses and carbon
footprint. In many countries, transportation is the largest
source of greenhouse gas emissions. Yet there are limited
tools to measure, monitor, and manage these emissions at
their source — the vehicle’s tailpipe. Combining identity and
ubiety, along with other data verified by a minimum set of
industry-accepted “proofs” within a decentralized shared
network, enables a multitude of applications that advance
smart, green mobility, and decarbonization. Figure 1 illustrates
the “Trusted Trip” as a key primitive for smart mobility.

Figure 1: The New Economy of Movement
revolves around the Trusted Trip.

USAGE BASED MULTI-PARTY MOBILITY APPLICATIONS

ie: EV Battery State of Health, V2G Charge/Share, Carbon Emissions Tracking

Proof of
Emissions

Proof of
Charge/Share

Proof of
Location

Proof of
Custody

Other
Proofs

TRUSTED TRIP

(VERIFIED IDENTITY & UBIETY THROUGH TIME)

Vehicle/User/Biz/Device ID & Other DID Implementations/Standards

Other Standards

MOBI WORKING GROUPS

MARGINAL COST PRICING FOR SERVICES AND DATA —
UNBUNDLING MOBILITY
In general, the improvements and efficiencies permitted by
blockchains, ledgers, and automated business networks
have the potential to unbundle mobility services and reduce
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the market power of mobility data aggregators. Unbundling

Unbundling
services reduces
the monopoly
tendencies of
data platforms
and allows more
providers to
compete.

services reduces the monopoly tendencies of data platforms
and allows more providers to compete. For example, today
Uber provides a mobility services platform that bundles trip
planning, matchmaking, contracting, various reputation
scores for drivers and riders, payments, and more. A
decentralized ecosystem with better data rights management
and open access will produce more competition, better
services, and a better customer experience. It might produce
a system where a driver (or autonomous vehicle) hires a
platform, rather than the other way around. Consumers and
businesses win when services offered result from open
competition, lower or no monopoly rents, greater efficiency,
lower consumer prices, and more choices.
MARGINAL COST PRICING FOR INFRASTRUCTURE — FIXING
THE MOBILITY “COMMONS”

Blockchains and
Trusted Trips give
smart cities and
governments new
tools to manage
their assets, fund
their projects,
balance supply
with demand,
incentivize green
behavior, and solve
the tragedy of the
commons.

In 1968, ecologist Garret Hardin wrote an article that called
attention to the overuse of public resources by innocent but
self-interested resource users.[6] The idea — that without
property rights rational individuals have strong incentives to
deplete a resource before it is depleted by others — can be
traced back almost 250 years to British economist William
Forster Lloyd,[4] who wrote about the effects of unregulated
grazing on public land known as a “common.” The concept
became widely known as the “tragedy of the commons”
and is a root cause of environmental damage and overuse
of public resources. In mobility, it manifests in congestion,
air pollution, crumbling infrastructure, and many other
places where modern modes of transportation are most

[6] Garret Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162, no. 3859 (December
1968): 1243-1248, DOI: 10.1126/science.162.3859.1243.
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lacking. Blockchains and Trusted Trips give smart cities and
governments new tools to manage their assets, fund their
projects, balance supply with demand, incentivize green
behavior, and solve the tragedy of the commons.

The manufacturing
supply chain
is a series of
trips between
origination and
assembly locations
that may transit
many country and
company borders.

SUPPLY CHAIN AND THE TRUSTED TRIP
MOBI Trusted Trip is also a key primitive for improving
efficiency in the manufacturing and mobility services supply
chain. Modern vehicles contain thousands of parts from
hundreds of possible suppliers. The current supply chain uses
primarily paper-based processes which means parts in transit
are often hidden from the rest of the parties in the chain,
making this current system lack transparency, prone to error,
and delays.
Tracking the location and vehicle-part identity as it travels
introduces many efficiencies and cost savings into the

The Trusted Trip
will enable
scaling for a
multitude of use
cases such
as recalls,
authenticity,
and labor
practices.

manufacturing process that ultimately results in safer,
greener, and more affordable vehicles. That said, supply chain
benefits don’t end when the vehicle leaves the factory — even
after manufacturing, parts traceability reduces counterfeiting
and improves the specificity, efficiency, and regulatory
compliance of vehicle and part recalls. Figure 2 illustrates
the Trusted Trip for parts traceability up and down the supply
chain using a minimum set of industry-accepted proofs.
This will enable scaling for a multitude of use cases such as
recalls, authenticity, and labor practices.
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Figure 2: The Trusted Trip will increase transparency within the mobility supply chain, enabling more seamless parts tracking and traceability.
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locations creates a “Trusted Trip” and, for the first time,
enables marginal cost pricing for many new classes of
mobility transactions such as urban road tolling, meter-free
parking, congestion management, carbon and pollution
taxing, usage-based insurance, and many other usage-based

Advanced Driver
Assistance
Systems (ADAS)
are active safety
systems controlled
by onboard
computers that
can override driver
input and, in fully
autonomous
vehicles (AVs),
drive without any
driver input.

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) applications. Together, these
new transactions will comprise the multi-trillion-dollar New
Economy of Movement.
BLOCKCHAINS FOR ADAS AND AUTONOMOUS DRIVING —
DATA, ALGORITHMS, AND MARKET POWER IN THE NEW
ECONOMY OF MOVEMENT
A vehicle, its owner, and various other mobility services
providers will each create valuable content stemming
from the movement and behavior of the vehicle, its parts,
occupants, and customers, etc. On board sensors of modern,
connected vehicles create massive amounts of data, and
vehicles are increasingly using this data to plan routes, avoid
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accidents, and improve safety. Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) are active safety systems controlled by
onboard computers that can override driver input and, in fully

Most of the biggest
and fastestgrowing global
companies are
digital natives
that owe their
dominance to
controlling a
chokepoint of the
data economy.

autonomous vehicles (AVs), drive without any driver input.
The competition over better algorithms for ADAS and AVs
is essentially a war for better and more driving data. Today,
this war is being won by Silicon Valley data companies able
to run their machine learning on huge datasets scraped and
aggregated from their applications’ users.
The concentration of market power and wealth in the hands
of data aggregators is a long trend, but digitization and the
internet put the trend on steroids. Most of the biggest and
fastest-growing global companies are digital natives that
owe their dominance to controlling a chokepoint of the data
economy. Centralization in the digital age is a core problem
and the “original sin of the internet,” in the words of Michael
Casey, author, futurist, and Chief Content Officer at Coindesk.
It is, he writes, “a pet topic for those of us who believe the
ideas behind blockchain technology can point us toward a
better economic model.”[7]
Blockchains can improve control over personal data and

Blockchains can
improve control
over personal
data and rights of
content creators in
three ways.

rights of content creators in three ways. First, blockchains can
strengthen digital rights management. Second, blockchains
can improve data provenance and chain of custody, allowing
data to be traced to a trusted source and preventing malicious
or accidental changes. Third, blockchains can make it easier
for individual users to monetize their data and for aggregation
services to fairly compensate content creators.

[7] Michael J. Casey, “Can Blockchain Save Us from the Internet’s Original Sin?,”
CoinDesk, October 27, 2017, https://www.coindesk.com/can-blockchain-save-usfrom-the-internets-original-sin.
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04
INTRODUCTION
TO MOBI

MOBI is a global nonprofit smart mobility
consortium working to make transportation
more efficient, affordable, greener, safer, and
less congested by using blockchains, distributed
ledgers, and related technologies.
MOBI and its partners are creating simple ways of identifying vehicles, people, and Trusted Trips to
streamline the New Economy of Movement by promoting secure protocols for V2X communications
and transactions. MOBI is incorporated as a US 501c6 nonprofit corporation funded and directed by its
members. MOBI provides a neutral platform where members openly innovate and develop standards
for blockchain in the mobility services industry. MOBI is technology and vendor agnostic.

COMMUNITY

MOBI’s Community
is comprised of
the world’s leading
organizations
and is entirely
supported
by member
contributions.

The MOBI community is made up of many of the world’s
largest

vehicle

manufacturers,

along

with

startups,

governments, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), transit
agencies, insurers, toll road providers, smart city leaders, and
technology companies. MOBI is a global organization, with
members distributed across Asia, Europe, and the Americas,
large and small companies, and private and nonprofit entities.
MOBI is entirely supported by member contributions.
HISTORY AND MOTIVATION
MOBI was officially launched on 2 May 2018 after several
years of trials and discussions between major vehicle

Without common,
agreed-upon
standards of
identifying things,
sharing data, and
transacting within a
business network,
the technology
itself had little use.

manufacturers and tech companies which underscored the
need for a consortium approach. Prior to MOBI’s launch,
many companies from the mobility and tech communities
were experimenting with blockchains, building PoCs to
demonstrate the technology. These companies found that
putting a vehicle, data, or service on a chain was easy, but
scaling was hard. Without common, agreed-upon standards
of identifying things, sharing data, and transacting within a
business network, the technology itself had little use.
USE CASES
MOBI’s use cases for blockchain span the entire mobility

MOBI’s use cases
for blockchain
span the entire
mobility services
value chain.

services value chain. Use cases include, but are not limited
to, vehicle digital identity, history, location in space and
time, supply chain, autonomous machine payments, mobility
commerce platforms, data markets, emissions tracking, car
and ride-sharing, usage-based mobility and insurance, and
congestion management. MOBI has active projects in several
of these areas and continues to launch more each year.
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The economic and environmental costs of population growth

MOBI was
established to
bridge smart
mobility use cases
to real-world
implementation
through its
standards and
initiatives.

and rapid urbanization call for an urgent need to rethink and
redesign our cities and especially transportation systems.
Novel technologies in development along with emerging
market trends have the potential to solve our most difficult
urban mobility challenges. These are now disrupting or poised
to disrupt industries across many mobility verticals. MOBI was
established to bridge smart mobility use cases to real-world
implementation through its standards and initiatives.
GOALS AND VISION
Before the adoption of any revolutionary technology, industries
need standards and specifications to build the foundational
infrastructure enabling the creation of products and services

mobiNET and
Citopia were
launched to help
ensure standards
are implemented
by a minimum
viable community
to scale use case
applications.

that can communicate and work together. Standards,
while necessary, are not sufficient for the adoption of truly
new and disruptive technology. Standards also need to be
adopted and implemented by a minimum viable community
to enable use case applications to scale. To this end, MOBI
launched two new initiatives: mobiNET and Citopia. The MOBI
Technology Stack (MTS) is composed of MOBI Standards,
mobiNET, and Citopia. Together, these form a foundational
digital infrastructure for the MOBI community. Each of these
is discussed in more detail in the following pages.
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05
OVERVIEW OF MOBI
WORKING GROUPS
& STANDARDS

A MOBI working group is created when there
is sufficient interest among members in a
particular vertical.
MOBI conducts regular surveys of its members to confirm
areas of greatest interest. Once a vertical is identified, MOBI
invites at least two of our large company members who
have deep subject matter expertise and are interested in
co-chairing the working group. The working group co-chairs
collaborate with the MOBI team to create a working group
charter explaining the possible subordinate and derivative
use cases. Additional members with both subject matter
expertise and interest are assembled to review the charter
and launch the working group. New working groups are
established depending on demand from members, resource
availability, and industry trends.
WORKING GROUPS 1 & 2: VEHICLE IDENTITY
MOBI’s two VID working groups aim to define a digital

MOBI’s first VID
created a digital
twin of a vehicle
at the point of
manufacture.

document that is a verifiable link to a specific vehicle, a
minimum representation of that vehicle’s digital twin. VID
can be used to establish existence, manage access control,
confirm ownership history, and contain key events in the life
of a vehicle.
VID I was co-chaired by Groupe Renault and Ford, with
support from Accenture, AIOI USA, BMW, Car Vertical, Cerebri
AI, Cognizant, ConsenSys, CPChain, DMX, DLT Labs, GM,
Honda, Hyperledger, IBM, IOTA Foundation, KAR, Luxoft,
MintBit, Netsol Technologies, Oaken Innovations, On The Road
Lending, Quantstamp, Trusted IoT Alliance, and Xapix.
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VID II is co-chaired by BMW and Ford, with support from
Accenture, AWS, AutoData Group, Bosch, Car IQ, CEVT,

The vehicle
is immutably
anchored to
MOBI VID by the
physical Vehicle
Identification
Number (VIN).

DENSO, DMX, Hitachi America, Ltd., Honda, IBM, KAR Auction
Services, Luxoft, Nara Institute, Quantstamp, Ownum, and
USAA.
VID I was created in 2018 to define a verifiable digital
document serving as a minimum representation of a specific
vehicle’s digital twin. The vehicle is immutably anchored
to MOBI VID by the physical Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN). Thus, it enables a secure way for stakeholders with
relevant read and/or write permissions to interact with the
data stored through the tamper-evident blockchain. MOBI VID
can be utilized to prove existence, manage access control,
confirm ownership, and track events in the life of a vehicle.
MOBI VID I Standard establishes a machine-readable vehicle
birth certificate (VBC), capturing the vehicle’s characteristics
when it leaves the factory. The VBC is the first “link” in the
full lifecycle of a vehicle. This gives each vehicle its own
unique digital identity, which is able to capture definitional
features like the vehicle’s make, model, production year, fuel
efficiency, classification, and more. It is similar to a human
birth certificate in that it begins at the vehicle’s manufacture.
The VID I working group released its technical standard on
the machine-readable Vehicle Birth Certificate in July 2019.
Following the release of the VID I Standard, MOBI started
developing the second VID standard (VID II) in October 2019.
The VID II Standards were released in January 2021 to
continue defining “vehicle identity” and lifetime events such
as registration and maintenance traceability.
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WORKING GROUP 3:

The UBMI standard
facilitates more
precise real-time
risk underwriting.
More generally,
it serves as a
template for usage
based mobility
business models.

USAGE-BASED MOBILITY & INSURANCE (UBMI)
The UBMI working group aims to define the general
framework that would allow people to plug and play a myriad
of UBMI data sources, identities, and applications. The first
standards are set to define the system design, multi-party
processes, and data structures with appropriate identity,
data, and permissioning proceeds to enable the access,
sharing, and consumption of all data — real-time or static
— generated within the mobility ecosystem to price risk and
create usage-based mobility and insurance products.
UBMI is co-chaired by Achmea and AIOI USA, with support
from Accenture, Cerebri AI, Cognizant, ConsenSys, DENSO,
Deon Digital, DMX, Ford, GM, Honda, IBM, Luxoft, Netsol
Technologies, Ocean Protocol, On the Road Lending,
Quantstamp, R3, Renault, Reply, RouteOne, Streamr, Swiss
Re, Tezos Foundation, USAA, USC, Volkswagen, and ZF.
In the evolving landscape of traditional business models
towards service-based offerings, UBMI is the new model for
modern mobility. For example, within UBMI, usage-based
insurance (UBI) premiums are determined not by the vehicle
type and various self-reported factors when the insurance
contract is purchased, but by the actual trip mileage, driver
history and behavior, local conditions, how the vehicle is being
used, location, and more, all calculated in real time. This can
help address challenges for multiple stakeholders within the
insurance market. Since premiums rise for high-risk activity,
drivers are incentivized to adopt safer driving behaviors. With
real-time access to a rich universe of risk data, insurance
providers can determine and price the risk of a policy with
high accuracy, and therefore benefit from paying out fewer
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claims. The first UBMI standard aims to identify and facilitate
the collection of all the different pieces of data needed by
insurance providers to calculate UBI premiums.
WORKING GROUP 4:

The EVGI standards
focus on smarter
vehicle to grid
integration,
carbon footprint
management,
and management
of decentralized
energy resources
like EV batteries.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE GRID INTEGRATION (EVGI)
The EVGI working group aims to support the adoption of
electric vehicles by creating interoperable systems for
governments, utilities, and the mobility industry alike. The
working group focused on systems and data requirements for
three core use case areas: Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), Peer-to-Peer
(P2P), and Tokenized Carbon Credits (TCC).
EVGI is chaired by Honda and GM with support from
Accenture, AWS, Cognizant, CPChain, DENSO, DOVU, Hitachi
America, Ltd., IBM, IOTA Foundation, KAR, KoinEarth, Pacific
Gas & Electric (PG&E), Politecnico di Torino, R3, Spherity, and
Swedish Blockchain Association.
The increasing adoption of electric vehicles accompanies
a rise in innovative smart mobility applications. However,
without standards, it is difficult to scale them and link
different applications. To address this challenge, the EVGI
working group developed interoperable systems by creating
system specifications and standard data schemas to facilitate
the increased adoption of electric vehicles. EVGI’s focus on
V2G, TCC, and P2P energy trading applications will enable
a more efficient and resilient way to manage grid loads,
anticipate demand, generate carbon offsets, and implement
peer-to-peer services. Overall, EVGI use cases will help
stakeholders such as governments, utilities, and others in the
mobility industry.
In September 2020, the EVGI working group released its
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first technical specification focused on V2G, TCC, and P2P.
The EVGI standard establishes a foundation on which a wide
range of use cases can be built. This means that rather than
describing a single application, the standard ensures that all
of the functionalities and relevant data attributes for each use
case are available for organizations to use in building their
own applications.
WORKING GROUP 5:
CONNECTED MOBILITY DATA MARKETPLACE (CMDM)

The CMDM
standard focuses
on sharing and
exchange of
vehicle and
personal data in
networks designed
for privacy
preservation
and regulatory
compliance.

The CMDM working group aims to enable a blockchainbased permissioned-data marketplace for all stakeholders of
the mobility ecosystem — including vehicle manufacturers,
advertisers, insurance providers, and others — to effectively
share and exchange data. CMDM focused on the exchange
of vehicle, infrastructure, and user data for use cases that
include vehicle coordination and safety, V2X payments,
monetizing mobility data, targeted content delivery, and
creating better driving algorithms through federated machine
learning.
CMDM is co-chaired by GM and DENSO, with support from
Accenture, AMO Labs, CEVT, Cognizant, Constellation Labs,
Continental, CPChain, DMX, Fifth-9, Filament, Ford, IBM,
NuCypher, Ocean Protocol, Reply, RouteOne, ShareRing,
Swedish Blockchain Association, and Toyota Insurance
Management Solution (TIMS).
The CMDM working group released its first standards in
March 2021 covering V2X and infrastructure-to-infrastructure
(I2I) use cases. In each of these use cases, connected
devices enable secure data sharing, ID authentication among
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parties, and secure transaction recording. CMDM standards

CMDM provides a
robust framework
for identity,
authority, and
transaction
assurance in
mobility business
networks.

define a robust framework for interoperable data sharing
among connected devices and provide a new certificate for a
connected sensor identity — in short, they create a framework
for identity, authority, and assurance within decentralized
networks.
WORKING GROUP 6:
FINANCE, SECURITIZATION, AND SMART CONTRACTS (FSSC)
The FSSC working group assesses the potential value
proposition of blockchain and interoperability standards that
stakeholders of the mobility finance ecosystem — such as

The FSSC
standards focus
on creating
transparency
and reducing
information
asymmetry in
consumer and
dealer financing.

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), auto financiers,
and dealerships — can implement to reduce the cost of
vehicle ownership and improve customer satisfaction with
use cases such as credit on the blockchain, securitization,
tokenization of mobility assets, and fractional ownership of
mobility assets.
FSSC is chaired by Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe and
RouteOne with support from Accenture, Altaventure, BMW
Bank, CEVT, Connections Insights, CO-OP Financial Services,
ConsenSys, D.E. Consulting, Ford Credit, Global Debt Registry,
IOTA Foundation, On the Road Lending, Quant Network,
Quantstamp, Reply, Tezos Foundation, and USAA.
Launched in March 2020, the FSSC working group strives
to improve accuracy and transparency, create operational
efficiencies, minimize fraud risks, and save on costs and
time in the execution of financings, including securitizations,
for all entities in the financing lifecycle. Such entities include
consumer loan originators, credit facility providers to dealers,
securitization sponsors/issuers, servicers, investors, rating
agencies, trustees, and regulators.
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The FSSC working group released standards in June 2021
that prescribe a set of core services, as well as a set of logical
schemas, which capture all pertinent data attributes utilized
throughout the vehicle finance lifecycle. Those data attributes
are redundantly stored within a distributed network for use
within financial applications and new business solutions.
The standard specifies a rich digital infrastructure, providing
frameworks for identity, permissioning, and more. These
frameworks are intended to achieve interoperability between
the “walled garden” financial ecosystems that hinder
collaboration between ecosystem stakeholders, raise costs,
and decrease transparency. Integrating these systems allows
for solutions that provide operational efficiencies, superior
insights, new revenue streams, and much more.
WORKING GROUP 7: SUPPLY CHAIN (SC)
Blockchain applications have proven very successful in
improving the transparency and traceability of supply chains.
The SC working group was created to explore blockchain’s
value proposition for mobility supply chain management and

The SC working
group focuses
on creating
efficiencies
in complex
manufacturing and
mobility services
supply chains.

establish standards to set a common framework. The group
aims to create interoperability standards to bring efficiencies
and increased visibility through the N-tiers of supply chains;
enable provenance, tracking, and authenticity of parts and
vehicles; and improve conflict resolution and settlement with
DLT.
SC is chaired by BMW and Ford with support from Accenture,
AIOI USA, Arxum, AutoData Group, AWS, CEVT, DENSO, DLT
Labs, DMX, Fifth-9, Hitachi America, Ltd., Honda, IBM, IOTA
Foundation, ITOCHU, Marelli, Nara Institute, Politecnico Di
Torino, Quantstamp, R3, Reply, SyncFab, Thirdware, and
Vinturas.
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The working group released interoperability standards in
June 2021 to capture efficiencies, enable increased visibility
through the N-tiers, and improve provenance, tracking, and
authenticity of parts and components up and down the supply
chain. The standards also address auditability and settlement
through blockchain-based systems.
In addition to parts traceability, the working group also
considered several use cases including authenticity of
components, component traceability, mineral provenance,
fair labor practices, automation of payments via smart
contracts, organization IDs, master data management, 3D
printing workflow traceability, supplier site data collection,
and trade agreement origin certification.
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In addition to MOBI Standards, MOBI created
the MOBI Glossary of Terms; a compilation of
terms commonly found in the MOBI Standards.
There are four types of MOBI Standards — Business White Papers, Use Cases and
Business Requirements, Technical Specifications, and Reference Implementation
Architectures. Their full descriptions are below.

WP

Business White Papers (WP). MOBI Business White Papers are high-level business
reviews that discuss issues and propose solutions to the world’s most pressing
transportation challenges with consideration to ecosystem stakeholders, new
strategies, emerging technologies, and global policies.

UC

Use Cases and Business Requirements (UC). MOBI Use Cases and Business
Requirements documents describe pain points, stakeholder responsibilities, and
the high-level business requirements that potential solutions must meet in order to
resolve stakeholder needs. UCs also detail workflows for particular applications and
are technology-agnostic.

TS

Technical Specifications (TS). MOBI Use Cases and Business Requirements
documents describe pain points, stakeholder responsibilities, and the high-level
business requirements that potential solutions must meet in order to resolve
stakeholder needs. UCs also detail workflows for particular applications and are
technology-agnostic.

RI

Reference Implementation Architectures (RI). MOBI Reference Implementation
Architectures prescribe and recommend a solution architecture that stakeholders
can refer to when they deploy solutions, ensuring that stakeholder requirements
described in TS and UC are met in the process. RIs are vendor-agnostic.
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06
MOBI
TECHNOLOGY
STACK
Recognizing that much foundational work
is required to decentralize mobility and
democratize the New Economy of Movement,
MOBI created the MOBI Technology Stack (MTS),
three layers of community-built, owned, and
operated decentralized infrastructure.
Layer one of the MTS consists of community-created standards, business processes, and
implementation guides. Layer two, mobiNET, is a community-built shared GAIA core services, businessto-business (B2B), digital infrastructure. Layer three, Citopia, is a decentralized mobility platform for
the community to implement the Trusted Trip and offer decentralized business-to-customer (B2C)
mobility services. Each is discussed in more detail in the following pages.

MOBI’s
standards are the
foundation of a
shared business
automation
network that can
make mobility
greener, safer, and
more efficient.

1: MOBI STANDARDS
MOBI’s blockchain-based standards allow members to share
data, assets, and applications within mobiNET. The standards
serve as a foundation for the network, ultimately creating an
interoperable menu of services and data sharing, resulting
in seamless transactions within a verified and trusted
infrastructure.
2: mobiNET

mobiNET is a
member-owned
and operated
network for smart
mobility.

Autonomous V2X transactions will become an increasingly
large part of the multi-trillion-dollar, pay-as-you-go, mobility
services economy at the edge. In order to execute these
transactions, a trusted identity and settlement network is
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needed. mobiNET offers mobility stakeholders and related
businesses an open and inclusive core services infrastructure
for decentralized transactions at the edge.
Co-built and co-owned by MOBI members, mobiNET is

mobiNET is
the shared
infrastructure for
vehicle commerce
and infrastructure
payment made
possible by MOBI
VID and other
standards.

a technology-agnostic network designed for multi-party
vertical applications, which is enabled by a secure joint
core services infrastructure. mobiNET’s goal is to provide
a Federated Trust Layer of Core Services and Business
Automation Interoperability Infrastructure for User Agents.
Bringing organizations together within a trusted network
while protecting their intellectual property (IP) rights,
customers, value chains, and brands. MOBI is working with
other consortia to potentially co-built this edge network
for cross-industry transactions. Figure 6.2.1 illustrates
mobiNET Solution Architecture; Figure 3 illustrates mobiNET
architecture for User Agents.
The goal of mobiNET is to unlock monetization opportunities
across mobility and transportation services by automating
application interoperability and multi-party data sharing.
Consider it the infrastructure for a “Point of Sale” network for

mobiNET aims
to provide the
decentralized trust
infrastructure
for the mobility
industry to
execute increasing
transactions at
the edge.

the IoT device economy.[8] IoT devices worldwide are forecast
to reach 31 billion by 2025 and are doubling every 3 years.[9]
The number of possible automated device transaction pairs
for digital services grows as the square of devices, and the
trust problem is further complicated by the fact that many
of these devices are roaming. mobiNET aims to provide the
decentralized trust infrastructure for the mobility industry to
execute increasing transactions at the edge.
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Figure 6.2.1: mobiNET Solution Architecture of Core Services
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Figure 6.2.2: mobiNET Architecture for User Agents
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[8] The BankAmericard network was created to provide shared services of governance, authority, identity, and assurance to its members,
who needed a shared infrastructure to bank the new merchant point of sale transactions occurring outside the bank’s premises. In today’s
parlance, these were the original edge transactions, and the member owned network was required to deliver KYC at the edge. MOBI and the
MTS are required to deliver the vehicle and device equivalents of KYC for edge mobility.
[9] “Internet of Things (IoT) and non-IoT active device connections worldwide from 2010 to 2025,” Consumer Electronics, Statista, last
modified March 8, 2021, https://www.statista.com/statistics/1101442/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/.
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3: CITOPIA - DECENTRALIZED MOBILITY PLATFORM

Citopia is a B2C
platform that
creates a Trusted
Trip and permits its
monetization using
both traditional
and tokenized
payments systems.

At the top of the MTS is Citopia, an open and decentralized
mobility platform to match buyers and sellers of mobility
services, including data and assets, and to facilitate their
transactions. The platform enables efficient trip planning
and usage-based payments. Connected and integrated
with mobiNET menu of core services, Citopia supports DID
transactions for roaming entities. Both consumers and
mobility asset owners will have a single point of entry to
interact within this tokenized ecosystem.

dAPPs

(for usage based consumption of assets)

CITOPIA

SEAMLESS MOVEMENT

+ Platform marketplace
+ Utility stable token
+ MOBI community
A tokenized ecosystem where mobility asset

CITOPIA
Trusted Trip
+ Payment

Decentralized Platform to ensure
data privacy (top concern for
users and providers), services
visibility, interoperability, and
connected seamless mobility.

owners can manage and charge for use of curbs,
road use and wear, EV charging, insurance, green
zone, congestion, carbon, pollution, etc.

MOBILITY ASSET OWNERS
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Urban populations are on the rise and cities need solutions
to manage infrastructure demands. At the same time, the

Urban
populations are
on the rise
and cities
need solutions
to manage
infrastructure
demands.

way people like to move around is also evolving. They want
a seamless and efficient experience of integrated modals
of transit. Current mobility platforms rely on a centralized
operator, as illustrated in figure 4. In centralized platforms,
integration costs are high for providers; at the same time,
retaining users’ and providers’ data controllability and privacy,
along with fair business practices is not possible. For these
reasons, centralized platforms are not scalable.

Figure 4: Centralized Mobility Platform
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The solution has to be an open and decentralized mobility
platform using blockchain and smart contracts (see figure 5)

The more providers
are on the platform,
the better the
ecosystem, and
therefore, the
better customer
experience.

The platform must cover multiple aspects, such as itinerary
planning, reservations/ticketing, and payment. The more
providers are on the platform, the better the ecosystem, and
therefore, the better customer experience. A single provider is
usually not capable of serving diverse itineraries, companies
need to work together. Federated learning offers potential
cooperation benefits such as better customer experience
(e.g., better matchmaking results) and higher privacy
retention for users (e.g., not showing trip information on
chain) and providers (e.g., keeping business models behind
company walls).
Figure 5: Decentralized Mobility Platform
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+ Payment
Smart
Contract “C”

Micro Mobility
Provider

Smart
Contract “D”

Charging Network
Provider

Citopia is a new kind of map-based mobility platform — one

Citopia is a
marketplace utility
where the digital
mobility agents of
consumers and
producers can
securely meet,
message, and
transact.

which is owned and operated by its members, open and
decentralized, and allows for user and provider data privacy.
The combination of data privacy, DIDs, and ubiety allows
the creation of the “Trusted Trip,” enabling a decentralized
transaction ecosystem of pay-per-use mobility. In short,
Citopia is a marketplace utility where the digital mobility
agents of consumers and producers can securely meet,
message, and transact.
Citopia has designed a native stable token, backed by
transportation assets, with several desirable features for
mobility applications. However, the native token isn’t required

Citopia has
designed a
native stable
token, backed
by transportation
assets, with several
desirable features
for mobility
applications.

for Citopia payments. Given the regulatory uncertainties
surrounding stable tokens and digital payments, we expect
that the initial iterations of Citopia payments will be the
familiar fiat currency instruments that are widely used today.
As private or central bank digital currencies gain approval and
acceptance, Citopia can expand its settlement choices. To the
extent that these new digital currencies reduce transaction
fees, more small value transactions and new mobility
applications will become feasible.
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07
DRIVES
PROGRAM
MOBI launched the DRIVES (Distributed
Registry for Intelligent Vehicle Ecosystem and
Sustainability) Program in early 2021 to ideate,
incubate, and demonstrate multi-party use
cases and to accelerate the implementation of
MOBI standards.
The roadmap after a standard’s release is as follows:
+ Use case selection by working group members
+ Proof of value discussions by the WG
+ Minimum value ecosystem (MVE) — demonstration of key primitives for use cases and mobiNET
core services
+ Pilots and prototypes — broaden the MVE for the WG to perform pilots
+ Enterprise-scale commercial applications — MOBI’s role is to provide core shared services via
mobiNET. Members build individual applications

THE WHAT AND WHY OF DRIVES
DRIVES is a structured agile development environment to:

DRIVES stands for
Distributed Registry
for Intelligent
Vehicle Ecosystem
and Sustainability

+ Test the MOBI Technology Stack (Standards, mobiNET, and
Citopia) and allow for community collaboration
+ Demonstrate the Trusted Trip as a key primitive for smart
mobility use cases such as battery state of health, usagebased fees, and rewards/incentives
+ Demonstrate the Trusted Trip as a key primitive for Supply
Chain use cases such as parts traceability, emissions
tracking, recycling, and safe disposal
+ Provide a testnet for connected mobility providers to
collaborate and scale multi-party use cases built on
blockchain/DLT
+ Enable new business models, monetization, and incentive
mechanisms for smart and low-carbon mobility

For participants, DRIVES provides a neutral laboratory

DRIVES leverages
MOBI’s standards,
infrastructure, and
network of peers.

to incubate pilots, analyze the value chain for innovative
business models, and understand the benefits, costs, and
feasibility of multi-party applications. It leverages MOBI’s
standards, infrastructure, and network of peers to reduce the
cost of onboarding participants, share resources, and lower
risks.
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DRIVES PROGRAM IN THE MTS

DRIVES Program
plays a key role
in incubating and
demonstrating the
MOBI Technology
Stack.

DRIVES Program plays a key role in incubating and
demonstrating the MOBI Technology Stack. Figure 6 illustrates
where and how DRIVES delivers value for MOBI members;
Figure 7 illustrates the implementation architecture.
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Figure 6: Overview of DRIVES Program and other MOBI initiatives
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+ CITOPIA: Members Own
Open & Decentralized
Mobility Platform. User
Interface, dApp, &
Backend

DRIVES PROGRAM DEMONSTRATION USE CASES
Figure 7: DRIVES Program Implementation Architecture
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08
CONCLUSION
Since the first Model T rolled off Henry Ford’s assembly line in 1908, mobility has been dominated by
private ownership and the internal combustion engine. This mobility model led to improvements in
living standards, lifestyles, and opportunities unimaginable to the average person at the dawn of the
twentieth century; it also led to pollution, long commutes with hours stuck in traffic, global warming,
and other ills that challenge us at the dawn of the twenty-first.

The old mobility paradigm is not
sustainable. Our roads cannot fit a private
car for every person, our air cannot
absorb more carbon, our days cannot
accommodate more hours in traffic.
As machines take on more jobs now done by people, we may have more leisure, but fewer ways to
earn and afford the benefits of that leisure. Our personal data, our movements, our preferences, and
our content creation — where we choose to go and what we choose to do when we arrive — cannot be
fully replicated by machines and may become the biggest source of human value creation.

IT WILL BE CRITICAL THAT NEW MODES OF DIGITAL RIGHTS EVOLVE TO PROTECT THIS
VALUE, AND THAT WE MONETIZE THIS VALUE OURSELVES RATHER THAN CEDE IT
TO OTHERS.
Blockchains, digital twins, and a more decentralized mobility services economy, along
with better batteries, decarbonization, IoT sensors, and faster connections, enable a
better mobility future. As for the buyers of the Model T, it is a future that is brighter and
more affordable in ways unimaginable to us today. But ultimately, the most important
legacy of blockchains and the New Economy of Movement may be to help people choose
when and how to monetize their movement and all that their movement reveals about
their preferences, identities, and behaviors.
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MOBI is a nonprofit industry consortium of many of the world’s largest vehicle manufacturers,
along with many startups, NGOs, transit agencies, insurers, toll road providers, smart city leaders,
and technology companies working to accelerate adoption and promote standards in blockchain,
distributed ledgers, and related technologies.
MOBI is creating simple blockchain-based standards to identify vehicles, people, and businesses in
order to securely exchange and monetize data, and pay for mobility services, with the goal of making
transportation more efficient, affordable, greener, safer, and less congested. MOBI itself is technology
and ledger agnostic. For additional information about or joining MOBI, please visit our website.

